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Abstract
Since its inception, ARPIhas supported a numberof
technologydevelopmentefforts focusedon crisis action
planning. In this article weprovide a synopsis of the
progressmadein a selected subset of the technologiesthat
will needto contributeto makingthe ARPIvision a reality.
Wefocus on ARPl-supportedresearch that is providing
critical advancesin the enablingtechnologyareas of plan
generation, scheduling and temporal reasoning, plan
analysis, and overall supporting infrastructure. We
concludewith a discussion of several importantremaining
technologychallenges.

Motivation and Overview
One of the driving requirements for ARPIis that research
and technology development must demonstrably address a
critical
aspect of ARPI vision. The technology
developmentneeds fall into 4 key areas: scheduling, plan
generation, simulation/projection,
and uncertainty
management. These are accompanied by supporting
development needs in infrastructure. The roadmapalso
attempts to capture the rate at which emergingtechnology
might reasonably be expected to be used in an Integrated
Feasibility Demonstration(IFD). In such demonstrations,
prototypes embodyingthe technology are expected to be
applied to a critical problemin a relevant domain,usually
in cooperation with other prototypes developedas part of
the Initiative. The technology demonstrated in the 1992
IFDfocused on predictive aspects of the planning process,
i.e., the ability to support a priori development of a
military transportation plan by an individual at a central
site, based on a single assessment of the situation. The
technology capabilities were expected subsequently to be
broadened enough to support a demonstration involving a
collaborative planning effort to respond to an evolving
crisis scenario; this necessitates tight integration of
planning, scheduling, and decision support capabilities in
an environmentthat facilitates the collaborative planning
process and visualization of partial plans. In this and later
phases, technology for distributed collaborative planning
will play an increasingly important role, as will the need

for more robust techniques for planning and scheduling
under uncertain and incompletely specified conditions.
In the next sections we present synopses of ARPIsponsored research in the areas of plan generation,
temporal reasoning and scheduling, plan analysis, and
supportinginformationinfrastructure.

Plan Generation
Technologyfor plan generation is at the heart of the
requirements for realizing the ARPIvision. ARPIhas
funded significant research in several approaches to AI
planning systems, focusing particularly on case-based
planning and generative planning. Although these two
approaches to planning often borrowtechniques from one
another, they can be distinguished as follows. Generative
planning involves constructing novel sequences of actions
to respond to the situation at hand. Case-based planning
attempts to exploit collections of previous cases (in this
case plans or plan fragments), building the new plan
through adaptation and combination of those in the
collections. Distributed collaborative planning will also
play an increasingly important role in planning in the
domainsof interest to ARPI.Thus, it is likely to involve
human cooperation and a large number of separate
planners at different sites. Weanticipate that deployed
planning systems in such complexenvironmentswill rely
to varying degrees on all three techniques; a new plan
maybe designed by adapting an existing plan to fit the
current circumstances as well as possible, with a
generative planner providing the parts of thc plan for
which existing cases provide no insight, all with the
guidance of a distributed group of humanplanning experts
with diverse, sometimescompetinggoals.
In the following, we will take a brief look at several
planning systems being developed under ARPI.
Cypress
SRI International has developed Cypress, a planning
systemdesigned to be capable of coping with the inherent
complexity and requirements of manyreal-world domains
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(Wiikins, et ai, 1995). The requirements include uncertain
information, real-time response, intelligent application of
standard operating procedures,
integration
of
muitipleplans, dynamicplan modification, and interaction
with a humanplanner. The Cypress system includes stateof-the-art subsystems in planning (SIPE-2), reactive
execution (PRS-CL), and evidential reasoning (GisterCL).
For example, SIPE-2 has been used in prototype to
generate employmentplans and expand deployment plans
for getting the relevant combatforces, supporting forces,
and their equipmentand supplies to their destinations on
time. In this exampleGister-CL was used during planning
to select military forces based on uncertain information
about both friendly and enemyunits. The plan was then
translated for execution by PRS-CLwhich employed a
suite of lower-level ACTs (which could again be
graphically modifiedby the user) that define the execution
steps for the actions that the planner assumesas primitive.
PRS-CLresponded to unexpected events with standard
operating
procedures and when the plan became
compromised, invoked SIPE-2 to dynamically modify the
plan while continuing execution. Input to the system
(most of which crone from military databases) includes
threat assessments, terrain analysis, apportioned forces,
transport capabilities, planning goals, key assumptions,
and operational constraints.

O-Plan
The O-Plan system, developed at Edinburgh (Tate,
Drabble, & Kirby 1994)is a command, planning and
control architecture which has an open modularstructure
intended to allow experimentation on or replacement of
various components. The research is seeking to isolate
functionality that maybe generally required in a number
of applications
and across a number of different
command,planning, scheduling and control systems. OPlan has been applied to logistics tasks in which
flexibility of responseto changingsituations is required.
The main emphasis of the O-Plan project in ARPIis the
support for the definition, generation and support of the
military crisis action planning process. Crisis action
planning calls for plans to be developed which are
flexible,
robust and responsive to changing task
requirements and changes in the operational situation.
Current planning aids are too inflexible. The aim of the OPlan project is to show how a planner using extensive
domain knowledgeand situated in a task assignment (or
command)and execution (or control) environment
allow for better flexible, distributed, collaborative and
mixedinitiative planning. The current O-Planproject aims
to verify this total systems approach by studying a
simplified three level model which has separable task
assignment, generation and execution levels.

DIPART
The DIPART
(Distributed, Interactive Planner’s Assistant
for Real-time Transportation planning) platform is
intended to support experimental assessment of the
relative performance of alternative strategies for
distributed, real-time planning, including those derived
from operating systems research (Pollack, et al 1994). The
focus of the work is on distributed, real-time planning
strategies
using simulation systems. The DIPART
simulation
system consists
of a network of
communicatingnodes, each of which is intended to assist
a humanplanner, and a simulator. Each humanplanner is
tasked with somesubset of the overall mission objectives,
and performshis or her operation with the assistance of a
planning node of the DIPARTsystem. These nodes are
responsible for formingplans to satisfy the user’s goals,
for coordinating communicationwith other planners, and
for alerting the user to reports from agents in the
(simulated) world. The planning nodes also issue
commands
to the agents in the simulated world, which are
then executed. DIPARTis thus a very small scale
simulation of an actual crisis-action situation. The
abstractions and simplifications madein it permit the
experimental control needed to carefully assess
distributed, real-time planningstrategies.
TRAINS
The TRAINSproject at the University of Rochester
(Allen, et al 1995) has focused on the process
interactive human-machine
plan construction. In order to
have effective collaborative plan generation, a system
must be able to perform many other tasks than plan
construction. In particular, the system must be able to
identify the implicit information behind a humans
suggestions (plan recognition) and must be able
communicate information about plans in an effective
manner. To support such generalized plan reasoning, the
representation of actions and plans must be extended
beyond the traditional models used in the planning
literature. The effort at Rochesterhas focused on several
crucial plan representation problems,including the use of
explicit temporally-based representation of action and
events, allowing external events and simultaneousactions,
a representation of plans that captures the key aspects of
the plan important for communication
(e.g., justification
of steps, identification of key assumptions,etc.), and an
implementedarchitecture that combinesplan construction,
recognition and communicationto enable mixed-initiative
collaborative plan specification.
CAFS
CAFSis a case-based reasoning system being developed
at GE’s Research & Development Center (Bonnisone
Ayub1994). It applies case-based planning techniques to
Stillman
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guide force selection for military missions, an important
aspect of crisis action planning. In one recently
implementedprototype application, CAFSreceives probes
from SRrs planning system SOCAP.These probes consist
of information on a military task, its location, and the
expected threat at that location. CAFSreturns to SOCAP
the available force(s) best suited to successfully
completingthat task.
Features used by CAFSfor case indexing, retrieval and
matching include:
¯ the type of task (e.g., set-up ground-defenseor establish
evacuation center),
¯ the terrain at the location, and
¯ the type of threat (e.g., terrorist cell or volcano
eruption).
CAFSuses a mission hierarchy to identify the probe’s
tasks and to guide matching the case’s tasks. A simple
semantic distance measure is used to computesimilarity.
A force hierarchy, similar to the mission hierarchy,
completes the taxonomic knowledge used. The case
library contains the reasoner’s episodic knowledge
Additional features can be added by users of the system
as their usefulness is established (e.g., the climate of the
region or the expected weather). Once a set of possible
matching cases is retrieved from the library, CAFS
develops a set of fi)rce suggestions based on the cases
retrieved. For those where there is an exact match, CAFS
attempts to find an available force of the same type used
in the retrieved case. If such a force is unavailable, CAFS
attempts (through adaptation) to find an available force
that is similar enoughto the retrieved solution that it also
could successfully complete the task. This adaptation is
based on the forces type (i.e. infantry unit or medical evac
unit) and capabilities. Whena retrieved case is not an
exact match, CAFSfirst tries to adapt the required
capabilities from the retrieved case using the differences
found between the probe and the retrieved case. Then,
starting with the solution from the retrieved case, CAFS
attempts to find (using adaptation) an available force that
has the required capabilities.
Once a plan as been
completed (using SOCAP,for instance),
new force
selection cases can be extracted from the plan and added
to the case library for future use.

CAPER
Researchers at University of Maryland’s College Park
campus and MITRECorporation have collaborated on
recent work in case-based planning. Their work involves
extending the retrieval mechanisms of University of
Maryland’s CAPER, a case-based planning system
implemented using high performance computing
techniques,
to support the ForMATsystem being
developedby researchers at Mitre Corporation.
The CAPERCBPsystem (Hendler et al 1994) uses high
performance computing techniques to retrieve plans
quickly from a large memorythat is not pre-indexed. Thus
12
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it is relatively inexpensive to access memoryfrequently,
and memory
can be probedflexibly at case retrieval time.
CAPER
can issue a variety of queries that result in the
retrieval of one or moreplans (or parts of plans) which
can be combinedto solved the target planning problem.
These plans can be merged and harmful interactions
amongthem resolved using annotations on a plan that
capture interdependencies amongits actions.

Progress

and Results

ARPI plan generation research has resulted in both
theoretical advances and the development of practical
planning technology. Wesummarizea few of these results
below.
While generative planning has been an active area of
research in AI for several decades, it is only recently that
such systems have been able to tackle large, complex
problems.This is a key prerequisite to their successful use
in military planning. Researchers have madesignificant
progress in this area. For instance, to describe military
operations that can achieve specific employment or
deployment goals, SIPE-2 used approximately 100 plan
operators. The final plans contain approximately 200
primitive actions. The input has around 250 classes and
500 objects, 15-20 properties per object, and around 2200
predicate instances.
Significant progress has also been madein integrating
planning and execution. Earlier planning systems
effectively divided planning and execution into two
separate processes which could not interact, making
effective replanning essentially impossible. The Cypress
system supports asynchronous runtime replanning with a
general-purpose generative planner. Whena problem is
detected in execution, the systemis able to replan just the
parts of the plan that are affected by the problem, while
the rest of the plan mayremain in execution. The O-Plan
systemalso provides an architecture that allows the plan
generation and executionlevels to interact.
In addition, several of these systems have now been
demonstrated in a wide range of applications.
For
example, SIPE-2 and O-Plan have been applied in a wide
variety of tasks, such as planning the actions of a mobile
robot, planning the movementof aircraft on a carrier
deck, construction tasks, project management,scheduling
the production of products and construction, planning the
response to oil spills, mission sequencingand control of
space probes, and generating tasking for air objectives in
air campaignplanning.
On a more theoretical level, the DIPART
project has
led to improvedunderstanding of certain strategies for
controlling planning in dynamicand distributed settings.
For instance, during the process of forming a plan.
decisions must be made about which candidate plans to
pursue first, and, similarly, given a candidate plan. which
refinements to pursue first. They have investigated a
strategy for makingthis latter decision called the Least-
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Cost Flaw Repair (LCFR), which can be seen as
generalization of DUnf, an earlier control strategy
proposed by Peot and Smith, and is also closely related to
the Branch-l/Branch-n
strategy of O-PLAN. They
demonsU’atedexperimentally that LCFRis effective in
reducing the search-space size during planning, as
illustrated in Figure !, which shows the results of an
experiment using 49 problems from a variety of domains
(Joslin &Pollack 1994).
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parallel mechanisms,University of Marylandresearchers
formulated and executed a numberof randomqueries into
a large case-base using a fast serial algorithmrunning on a
Macintosh Quadra 850 with ?.AMof RAMand the parallel
algorithm running on the parallel
CM-5 with 32
processors. For the recognition queries, serial retrieval
time varied from about 1 second to as much as 100
seconds. Parallel retrieval time remainedbelow1 second.
For the structure matching queries, serial time ranged
from about 90 seconds to as muchas 1200 seconds (about
20 minutes). Parallel time remained under 5 seconds for
all queries. While muchmore analysis needs to be done,
these early results indicate that the parallel retrieval
algorithms perform well, and appear to scale well as
opposedto serial algorithms.

Scheduling and Temporal Reasoning
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Figure I: Results of an empirical evaluation of
the LCFRstrategy used in DIPART.On test
cases, this strategy consistently reducedthe
search space over competing approaches.
Progress is also being made towards the development of
mixed-initiative planning systems. The SIPE-2system, for
instance,
uses a graphical knowledge editor to
successfully generate employmentplans, and to expand
deployment plans. The TRAINS
system goes furthest in
providing such an interface, makingextensive use of plan
recognition techniques to fill in details implicit in the
human’sactions, and allowing the specification of goals,
constraints and plans in natural language.
ARPI research has produced some interesting new
formalisms for plans that remove some of the
inadequacies of the traditional state-change based models.
For instance, (Ferguson and Allen 1994) describes
representation of plans based on argumentstructures that
retains manyof the structural similarities to traditional
plan formalisms, but allows actions and states to be
described in interval temporal logic. (Ginsberg 1994) has
developed a model of approximate planning as a
succession of better and better approximations,rather than
the construction of provablecorrect plans.
In case-based planning research, recent results suggest
benefits in using parallel query mechanismsin large casebased planning systems, alleviating a key barrier to their
scalability. To assess the speed and scalability of the

Temporal reasoning and scheduling technologies play a
critical role in supporting the planning process. Temporal
reasoning capabilities can provide planners with tools for
capturing and refining temporal dependenciesin the early
phases of plan development. The abstract representation
of temporal relationships between canonical elements of
plans will also facilitate building plans that can be
effectively scheduledfrom their inception. In this section
we will discuss two ARPIresearch efforts directed at
developing temporal reasoning technology: Tachyon,
being developed at GE’s Research & Development
Center, and TMM,being developed at Honeywell.
Onceplans have reached a sufficient level of detail, the
need for scheduling tools becomesparamountto assessing
feasibility and ultimately building a detailed deployment
plan and maintaining it through the execution phase.
Scheduling research efforts we will discuss here are
DITOPS,being developed at Carnegie Mellon University,
and a transformational approach to developing custom
schedulers being developedat Kestrel.

Tachyon
Tachyonis a general purpose constraint-based system for
temporal reasoning (Stillman 1994), capable of reasoning
about both qualitative and quantitative aspects of time.
Tachyon has been applied to several problems under
ARPIfunding: to refinement and feasibility tracking of
the temporal aspects of courses of action (projecting
critical steps in a deployment plan to insure proper
interaction between them), to preserving temporal
consistency during force package structuring and
deployment (used in coordination with ForMATand/or
TPEdit, a TPFDD
editor), and, in a recent ARPITIE, GE
has also developed a prototype that integrates Tachyon
with CAFE, GE’s case-based reasoning system for
constraint-directed force expansion. Tachyonhas also
Stillman
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been applied elsewhere to plan recognition tasks, to
scheduling for plastics and power systems manufacturing,
and to retrieval and situation refinement in a spatiotemporal data managementsystem.
Tachyon is well suited to addressing a number of
requirements of importance in military planning and
scheduling tasks. Someof Tachyon’s key features are
presented below.
Tachyon provides a model that can deal with
uncertainty regarding the exact time and duration of
occurrence of events, e.g., X will occur sometimein the
#torning, and refueling takes between15 and 40 minutes,
One can express both quantitative and qualitative
constraints betweenevents in Tachyon,e.g., X is before or
meets Y, and X ends between 15 and 18 days before Y
starts, as well as express parameterized qualitative
constraints betweenevents, e.g., X is before Y by at nu)st
days.
Tachyon can be used as an embedded temporal
reasoning system, as a stand-alone file-driven system, or
via a graphical user interface (GUI). The current
prototype is implemented in C++ using X-il and
extensions to the InterViewsclass library, and is compiled
for the Sun Sparcstation.
It utilizes techniques that will remaineffective evenin
very large application domains, and can often cope
effectively with the intractability associated with disjoint
constraints. Suchconstraints typically arise in situations in
which one needs to describe multiple tasks that compete
to use a single dedicated resource. They occur in many
practical planning and scheduling applications, and are
thus of great importance.
A detailed presentation of Tachyon’s model and
implementation can be found elsewhere in this volume,
and is thus omitted here.

The TMM
Honeywell has developed a new implementation of
Dean’s Time Map Manager (TMM)(Dean & McDermott
1987), involving improvements in robustness, user
interface, and documentation, in addition to a numberof
extensions in functionality (Boddy, Carciofini, &Hadden
1992). The TMMprovides users and application
programs, e.g., planners and schedulers, with the
following functionality:
¯ Metric and ordering constraints between any two
points.
¯ Causal reasoning.
¯ Database monitors for temporal conditions and
protections.
¯ Optimizations for large temporal databases.
TMM
has been applied in manyareas. One of the
first implementedwas a Doctrinal Constraint Checker, a
systemthat tested and if possible applied a set of "doctrinal
constraints" to a high level plan for force movements
14
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generated by SOCAP.
Constraints that could not be applied
are reported to the user, whohas the choice of relaxing or
ignoring the constraint or modifyingother constraints in an
attempt to enforce this one. In addition to the Doctrinal
Constraint Checker, TMM
has been used as a basis for
constructing planning and scheduling systems for a wide
variety of applications in manufacturing, spacecraft
operations, distributed image analysis and archiving, and
avionics processor and communications scheduling. The
avionics application is a particular success: TMM
was used
to solve a scheduling problem on the critical path for
Boeingsnew777 aircraft, a multi-billion-dollar project.
This application is large, complex,and hard to solve: it
contains almost 20,000 activities, several activity types,
periodic behavior, and assorted types of temporal
constraints.
The TMM
lets users assert constraints betweenpairs of
time points resulting in a partial ordering amongthe
points. TMM
supports queries regarding necessary and
possible temporal relations amongthe time points. The
truth of facts over intervals of time is represented by
tokens, which may include properties of persistence
beyond their observed endpoints. In the current
implementation, tokens may persist both tbrward and
backward in time. The truth of a proposition over an
interval is determined based on the ordering of token
endpointsand the token’s persistence properties.
The TMM
also supports reasoning about the changing
state of the world as activities occur. The TMM
user
specifies which facts are persistent and asserts a set of
projection and overlap rules, and the required inference is
performed automatically.
The TMMalso supports
two basic kinds of
nonmonotonicreasoning:
¯ Possibly true temporal relations between time points
(whichmaybe invalidated by additional constraints), and
¯ Assumed truth of a temporal proposition over an
interval based on a time token’s persistence (which may
be invalidated by the addition of a contradictory token,
whichclips the proposition during that interval).
Thedatabase itself is "" nonmonotonic",
in the sense that
information can be deleted, and the inference performed
by the system thus far will be checkedto ensure that it
continues to be supported by the current state of the
database.
The existence of specified database properties as
changes are made over time can be tracked through the
use of monitors. The existing types of TMMdatabase
monitors are temporal conditions and protections.
Temporalconditions monitor whether specified relations
amongpoints can be derived from the current state of the
database, maintaining this information as the database
changes. Protections do the same thing tbr the truth of
some fact over an interval. Between them, these two
mechanismsprovide support tbr monitoring the continued
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validity of previous inference, or triggering demonsbased
on complexproperties of the temporal database.
DITOPS
DITOPS
is a tool for generation, analysis and revision of
crisis-action logistics schedules(Lassila &Smith1994).
is a mixedinitiative decision-supporttool similar in spirit
to spreadsheet programs: sets of scheduling decisions and
solution constraints are interactively manipulated by the
user at levels consistent with user-task models. At each
step, DITOPSapplies appropriate scheduling procedures
to imposethe changes specified by the user, and provides
localized consequences of each change. Look-ahead
analysis and scheduling techniques further provide
functionality that transcends the spreadsheet decisionsupport analogy by supporting the user in identifying
principal causes of observed solution deficiencies (e.g.,
resource bottlenecks), in analyzing various decisionmaking options, e.g., apportionment of additional
resources, and in assessing solution sensitivity to various
execution circumstances. The system is capable of
repairing a schedule in response to unexpected events,
e.g., resource breakdowns,while minimizingdisruption to
other parts of the schedule. The mixed initiative
spreadsheet model of operation also makes DITOPSwell
suited to "what if" experimentation. DITOPS
is capable of
relaxing constraints in several dimensions, allowing it to
be used efficiently whenscheduling is tightly coupled
with planning.
The DITOPS system incorporates
concepts of
constraint-directed scheduling, extended to address the
specific characteristics of transportation scheduling
problems. At the core of the system is an incremental,
reactive frameworkfor generating and revising schedules
(Smith 1994) that integrates three principal components:

movements (e.g., the movements associated with
particular
force module). Each method emphasizes
specific optimization biases. Resource scheduling
promotes efficient use of available transport capacity
while attempting to minimizethe tardiness of scheduled
movements. Movementscheduling promotes enforcement
of arrival constraints and efficient synchronizationof dependent movementswhile attempting to minimize asset
capacity requirements. Both methods share a search
infrastructure that allows incorporationof additional allocation preferences. A numberof more specialized revision
procedures are also defined. These enable shifting the
scheduledinterval of "trips", swappingbatches associated
with particular transportation assets, and balancing loads
to exploit increases in port capacity.
DITOPS is implemented using object-oriented
representation and programmingtechniques, providing an
extensible modeling and scheduling framework that
facilitates system customization to different scheduling
domains. In a TIE with SRI, DITOPSwas used to
perform resource capacity analysis for higher level course
of action planning by integrating it with SRI’s SOCAP
planner. SomeDITOPSfunctionality was also embedded
into BBN’s TARGETevacuation mission planning
system to perform feasibility
checking and conflict
diagnosis of course of action plans.
The current
versions
of DITOPS run on Sun
Sparcstation and Macintosh platforms. Interaction with
the user takes place through a direct-manipulation userinterface which is centered around Gantt-diagrams of resource capacity usage (see Figure 2).

¯ constraint propagation techniques, for incrementally
updating solution constraints
and recognizing
inconsistencies as changes (extensions, additions) are
madeto the schedule,
¯ look-ahead analysis techniques, which estimate the
critical tradeoffs and opportunities for solution revision
(or extension) implied by the current solution state, and
¯ a set of heuristic scheduling procedures for carrying
out specific schedule revisions (or extensions), each
which provides differential optimization and/or conflict
resolution capabilities.
Schedulingproceeds opportunistically; decisions as to
which procedure to apply and what decisions to make or
revise on each cycle are made dynamically, based on the
results of look-aheadconstraint analyses.
Alternative scheduling procedures provide differential
optimization and conflict resolution capabilities. Local
search methods exist for both resource and movement
centered scheduling. These provide capabilities for
manipulatingschedules associated with resources (e.g.,
cargo ship fleet) or, respectively, temporally related

Figure 2: A DITOPS
resource capacity profile window.
DITOPSis able to efficiently generate high quality
schedules while simultaneously satisfying a wide range of
deployment constraints.
For example, DITOPSis
currently capable of generating a detailed 3000-movement
TPFDD
schedule in about 6 minutes on a Sparcstation 10.

Stillman
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Transformational Transportation Scheduling
The Kestrel project explores the transformational
development of high-performance
transportation
schedulers. A prototype program transformation system
called KIDS(Kestrel Interactive DevelopmentSystem)
was used to derive a variety of scheduling algorithms for
airlift and sea lift schedulingproblems,both strategic and
in-theater.
The transformational
approach to synthesizing
scheduling software involves several steps.
Develop a domain theory-- Working with a domain
expert, the user constructs a formal model of the
application domain, called a domaintheory. The domain
theory specifies
the concepts, operations,
and
relationships that characterize the application and supports
reasoning about the domain via a deductive inference
system.
SpeciJj, a particular planning~scheduling problem-- The
user enters one or more problemspecifications stated in
terms of the underlying domaintheory.
Apply a design tactic-- The user selects an algorithm
design tactic from a menuand applies it to a specification.
For our scheduling applications
we have relied
exclusively on a tactic for constructing global search
algorithms (which subsumebinary search, backtrack, and
branch-and-bound algorithms) and generating constraint
propagation code (Smith D 1994).
Apply optimi,oations-- The user applies various optimizing
transtbrmations that speed up the code, such as expression
simplification, partial evaluation, finite differencing, case
analysis, and other transformations.
Apply data type refinements-- The user can select
implementations for the high-level data types in the
program. Data type refinement rules carry out the details
of constructing the implementation.
Compile-- The resulting code is translated from a highlevel specification language to Common
Lisp (or another
programminglanguage) and then compiled.
After developing
a domain theory of TPFDD
scheduling and various problem specifications, KIDSwas
used to derive and optimize a variety of global search
scheduling algorithms. The resulting code. generically
called KTS(Kestrel Transportation Scheduler). has been
run on TPFDDs generated
by planners
at
USTRANSCOM
and other sites. With one such TPFDD,
KTS was able to schedule 15,460 individual
air
movementrequirements in 71 CPUseconds; the schedule
used relatively few resources and satisfied all specified
constraints. A typical TPFDD
of this size would require
over 36 hours to solve using currently deployed
16
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scheduling systems. KTSperformed this well for two
reasons. First, the derived pruning and constraint
propagation tests are surprisingly strong, which has the
effect of reducing the size of the runtime search tree.
Althoughthese tests are derived as necessary conditions
on feasibility, they are so strong as to be virtually
sufficient
conditions. Second is the specialized
representation of the problem constraints and the
development of specialized and highly optimized
constraint operations. The result is that KTSexplores the
runtime search tree at a rate of several hundredthousand
nodes per second, almost all of which are quickly
eliminated.
Plan Analysis
One of the ARPIgoals is to develop techniques that help
planners evaluate alternative COAs,for such properties as
robustness, economy,and risk. Several tools for decision
support have been developed as part of ARPI. These
include COAST,developed at the Naval Research and
Development
Center,
EXPECT, developed
at
USC/InformationSciences Institute, and a set of tools
developed at Rockwell Palo Alto Laboratory that are
based on belief nets and influence diagrams. Wediscuss
each of these systemsin turn.
COAST
The Course-Of-Action Selection Tool (COAST)
designed to help with COAevaluation and selection by
structuring the process and documenting it (Larsen
Herman
1994). Usersselect a set of criteria for evaluating
the COAs, such as least risk,, lowest cost, force
availability, etc. These criteria can be selected from a
library, or the user can enter his own. The user is then
asked to assess the relative importance of the various
criteria he has selected. Oncethe user has produced an
overall ranking, pairwise comparisons can be performed
on the highest ranked items to ensure consistency. The
user is then askedto evaluate the possibility of success for
each COA
with respect to the various criteria (see Figure
3). Users can also attach additional textual documentation
to their ratings to provide the rationale behind them,
which can then be used to brief the recommended
courseof action. Onceall the success ratings have been entered,
COAST
uses fuzzy logic techniques to combine each of
these ratings with the importanceof each criterion. This
results in a normalized overall evaluation of each COA
with respect to each criterion (see Figure 3).
Earlier tools for evaluating COAsused weighted sum
techniques
to combine importance and success
evaluations. Whilethis had the advantageof simplicity, it
did not produce scores that were normalized (i.e.. that
ranged between0 and I), hence it was difficult to locate
particular strong or weak points of a COA. COAST
producesnormalizedscores, facilitating comparisonof the
relative strong and weak points of a plan across
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categories. For example, in Figure 3 the major flaw with
COA1 is On-Site Capability, while COA3 has problems
with Force Availability/Closure Rate.

Figure 3. COASTCOASuccess Evaluation

EXPECT COA Evaluator
Researchers at USC/ISI have developed a COAEvaluator
using EXPECT,a knowledge based system framework
(Paris & Gil 1993). The Evaluator takes as input a high
level description of a COAthat specifies the force
modules that will be involved, what actions they will
perform and whenand where the actions will take place.
It uses this information to evaluate heuristically a
particular COAfrom a logistics perspective. This
evaluation estimates a numberof factors that are not part
of the COAitself, such as the number of logistics
personnel that will be required to perform the operation
and howlong it will take to completethe operation.
It is difficult to anticipate all the situations in whicha
tool like the COAEvaluator might be used. Each new
crisis situation that arises is likely to introduce somenew
knowledgerequirements. It would thus be advantageous
to provide users with the ability to modifythe systemin a
timely way. The EXPECTframework provides a
knowledgeacquisition tool that supports such flexible
adaptation.
In manyapproaches, whenone selected a tool, one also
determined the problem-solving strategy. Knowledgebased systems must exploit multiple problem solving
strategies in highly complexdomains--a tool that uses a
single strategy is likely to be inadequate. EXPECT
automatically derives a knowledge-based system from
abstract domain knowledgeand problem-solving methods.
During the derivation process, abstract problem solving
methods are specialized by using domainknowledge, and

links between domain knowledge and problem-solving
knowledge are recorded. These automatically derived
links are then used to form the expectations that guide
knowledgeacquisition. EXPECT
maintains links between
domain knowledge and problem-solving knowledge
automatically, and allows the user to modifyeither. After
user modification, EXPECTensures that the domain
knowledgewill be able to support problem solving and
acquires additional knowledge(or suggests changes to
problem solving) if that is not the case. This level of
flexibility is largely due to the declarative representation
of domain knowledge and goals in EXPECT.
The EXPECTCOAEvaluator is designed to help
develop staff estimates for COAalternatives. It provides
partial automationof this process. The current prototype
takes an assessmentof the situation and evaluates relevant
factors for alternative COAs
from a logistics perspective.
The prototype provides a graphical user interface that has
a COAsummary window, an evaluation window that
presents the logistics evaluation for the COA,and a map,
parts of which can be clicked for detailed information,
e.g., to see howa particular city or harbor is involvedin
the COA.The interface also supports interactive dialogues
in whichusers can analyze factor evaluations, correcting
the system’s knowledgeby adding new relevant factors or
expandingthe level of detail if necessary.

Decision-Theoretic Tools
Rockwell International’s
Palo Alto Lab has focused
primarily on the developmentand application of decisiontheoretic (DT) tools to generate, analyze, and execute
plans. Rockwelrs DT approach to planning can be
distinguished from other methodsby its focus on three
essential activities.
Planners must cope with uncertainty about true states of
the world. This naturally affects their assessments about
the outcomesof particular actions or resource allocations.
DTresearch in planning addresses these challenges by
applying graphical representations such as belief nets and
influence diagrams (Pearl 1988, Henrion, Breese,
Horvitz 1991) to express risk and uncertainty using
subjective probability assessments gathered from planners
and decision makers. Computationally, they provide a
sound frameworkfor updating beliefs given evidence, and
muchprogress has been madetoward developing efficient
inference algorithms. Rockwell has focused on pushing
the semantic boundaries of these modelsin an attempt to
develop richer, more expressive formalisms.
To describe effectively the multiple objectives and
perspectives that shape good strategies, better modelsof
decision makers’ utilities and preferences are required.
Thus, utility/preference modelingforms a central part of
the DT approach to planning. Not only must plans
achieve objectives, they must achieve the correct
objectives -- or, even moredifficult, the correct tradeoff
amongcompeting objectives under limited resources and
in crisis conditions. Rockwell’s research supports such
Stillman
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tasks primarily through the development of innovative
software environments such as IDEAL, Demos, and
CNETS.
Since planning methods ultimately can only augment,
not replace, humandecision-making, it thus becomes
necessary to give planners tools for sensitivity analysis
and scenario management. Faced with dozens, possibly
hundreds, of variables, with complex interdependencies
and interactions amongthem, planners need principled,
efficient techniques for identifying the most relevant or
essential factors. Theyneed to knowwheretheir plans are
most likely to "break," and, in particular,
what
uncertainties contribute mostto the fragility of their plans.
Rockwell has developed new, powerful algorithms for
probing large modelsto computesensitivities.
Challenge/
DTTechnique(s)
Difficulty
Applied
Lackof perfect Probabilitytheory;
knowledge
graphical models
aboutthe state
for representing,
of the world
manipulating
and propagating
uncertainty
(e.g.. influence
diagrams,
belief nets)

Payoffs

Competing
objectives,
multiple
perspectives

Modelsreflect better
the concernsof
decision makersand
the tradeoffstheyare
willing to make.

Utility/preference
models
that reflect tradeofi~
and
resourceconstraints

Plannersgain a
deepersense of the
risks and
opportunitiesthey
confront;they also
learn aboutthe
possiblerange
of outcomes,and
their corresponding
likelihood’s.

Large problems, Sensitivityanalysis, Identificationof the
infeasibly huge scenario management mostrelevant or
state spaces
essentialfactors,and
recommendations
about whereto
allocateresourcesto
gather information
and reduce
uncertainty.
Table !: The DTApproachto Planning, and its payoffs

RockwelrsPalo Alto Lab has developed and tested largescale decision support systems for military transportation
planning. One of these models, called NEO-COA
(Course of Action Analysis for NoncombatantEvacuation
Operations), was built in cooperation with ISX, BBN,and
the U.S. Pacific Command
Crisis Action Planning team.
Developed using Demos(Decision Modeling System),
commercially available Macintosh-based software
development environment, NEO-COAdraws on realworld expertise, supplied chiefly by the Pacific Command
planning team, to aid in military operations/evacuation
planningfor a hypotheticalcrisis situation.
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NEO-COA
allows a user to instantiate a generic plan
with specific parameter values for locations, forces, and
destinations of troops and civilians. The modelprovides
insights into the relative strengths of alternative plans by
scoring them using different evaluation metrics, such as
time to complete the operation. Thus, each evaluation
metric measures a plan’s ability to achieve different
objectives, e.g., minimizingtime to complete the entire
operation, or minimizingcivilian attrition.

Supporting Infrastructure
Planning System Evaluation
As we try to move ARPI-developed technology toward
fielded systems, rigorous evaluation practices are of
critical importance. ARPIhas sponsoredseveral activities
to facilitate evaluation of both individual systems and
integrated prototypes. It has established a workinggroup
whose mission is Evaluation and Critical Experiments
(this group, with help from other participants, developed
the ARPIHandbookof Evaluation to serve as a guide in
devising evaluation studies), funded developmentof tools
for evaluating planning systems, encouraging ad hoc
groups of ARPIresearchers to develop evaluation criteria
in response to identified needs, and sponsoredcomparison
studies to evaluate systems with similar capabilities. In
the remainderof this section we will describe briefly each
of these activities.
The Handbookq[ Evaluation (Cohen et al 1994) offers
a catalog of empirical case studies, using examplesfrom
research being conducted by ARPIresearchers where
possible. It is intended to be a guide for ARPIresearchers
whoare constructing evaluation studies for their own
projects. Becausethe variety of ARPIprojects spans the
spectrum from groundbreaking theoretical
work to
practical system building, these case studies reflect a
diversity of experimental goals, including: exploration,
hypothesis-testing,
sensitivity,
comparison and
demonstration. Individual researchers might choose one
or more from amongthese experimental paradigms based
upon their research goals and the kind of evaluative
questions they want to ask. Collectively, these case
studies offer a frameworkfor evaluating the integration of
multiple ARPIprojects, whether they be combinations of
practical system components (e.g., planners and
schedulers) or integration of theoretical results with
practical systems (e.g., implementationof newscheduling
algorithmsin existing schedulers).
A collection of evaluation tools has been integrated into
the ARPI CommonPrototyping Environment(CPE).
These are of two types: tools for instrumenting Common
Lisp programs, for running experiments and for analyzing
the results statistically; and tools designedspecifically for
evaluating AI planning systems. Oneinstrumentation tool
is METERS,
which is designed to meter the activities of
programs running in the distributed environment of the
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CPE and produces information about the component
technologies being evaluated, such as their runtimes and
the communication overhead amongthem. Another tool
that is designed to evaluate individual components is
CLIP/CLASP(Anderson et al 1994). CLIP/CLASP
really two tools. The CommonLisp Instrumentation
Package allows the evaluator to create libraries of
instrumentation functions called "clips" (by analogy to
alligator clips). CLIPalso providesfacilities to define and
run controlled experiments. The Common
Lisp Analytical
Statistics Package provides powerful capabilities for
analyzing data in an interactive
Common Lisp
environment. Its menu-driven interface features, in
addition to a large body of predefined data manipulation
and statistical functions, a Lisp Interactor panethat allows
the user to create and use specialized Lisp functions
during analysis, and a programmerinterface so that its
statistical functions can be invokeddirectly.
ARPIis also supporting the development of a set of
empirical analysis tools specifically designed for the
evaluation of AI planning systems. These tools will provide an environment in which developers can run
sophisticated empirical studies of their planning systems
of the kind described in the Handbookof Evaluation.
ARPIhas also encouraged researchers from related
projects to develop specific evaluation criteria to further
mutual research goals. For example, a committee of
researchers recently developed a set of features for the
evaluation of transportation logistics in non-combatant
evacuation plans. These criteria will be used by an
automated planner and a knowledge-basedplan evaluation
system to guide the generation of multiple, qualitativelydistinct alternative plans - a critical requirementin crisis
action planning that gives a commanderflexibility of
response.
RomeLaboratory has also been actively engaged in
evaluating ARPItechnologies as they are developed. The
first such evaluation was a comparisonstudy of the SIPE2 and O-Plan2 generative planners (Ludlow & Alguire
1994). Each of these planners was delivered to the CPE
with a customizedset of test problems, and the first step
was to run each planner on these. Next, both planners
were tested on a classic AI planning problem, the
Missionaries and Cannibals puzzle. The main intent of
this second exercise was to understand the strengths and
weaknesses of each planner. The evaluators, giving due
respect to the fact that these planners are in different
stages of development, report interesting observations
centering on two particular features: deductive causal
theories and goal phantomization.

Uniform Access to Heterogeneous Data
It is critical to effective military planning (and in
numberof industrial and educational areas) to be able to
identify and access relevant information that exists in
distributed
heterogeneous data stores. Even after

information sources have been identified, the effort - and
hence cost - that must go into dealing with the different
organizations, access and query languages, and different
data formats can be enormous. For example, an
intelligence analyst supporting a planning operation may
need information about a plane suspected of being
involved in drug transport. Information about plane
ownership can be found in one database, controlled and
maintained by one agency; information about pilot
identity and flight plans filed maybe found elsewhere:
and information about airports and landing strips in areas
of interest are located elsewhere yet. Furthermore, the
data in different sources mayrequire the use of different
keys for identification of the samepeople or objects and
mayuse different encoding standards. Collecting all the
necessary information often requires a large amountof
effort that would simply be taken away from more
productiveanalysis tasks. Often, the difficulties involved
will meanthat potentially helpful informationwill just not
be found in time to be useful.
Integration of artificial
intelligence and database
technologies will play a significant role in providing the
required data support for future distributed military
planning systems, which will inevitably rely on large
amounts of shared data for knowledge processing.
Techniques for providing intelligent
structures for
managementof such knowledgeand data will be critical
to their usefulness.
In this section we will overviewthree research efforts
funded by ARPIthat address aspects of this problem.
ISI’s SIMS(Services and Information Managementfor
Decision Systems) maps the queries of users, who are
presumedto be ignorant of the structure and content of a
collection of databases, into retrievals against those
databases. Paramax’s LIMprovides a flexible interface
between knowledge representation
system to a
heterogeneouscollection of databases that have no unified
semantic schema. UCLA’s COBASE(Cooperative
Database) is a knowledge-based extension to standard
relational query languages (e.g., SQL)that provides
approximate operators supporting query relaxation and
approximate answers.
SIMS
SIMS is an information mediator that provides an
interface between humanusers or application programs
and the information sources to which they need access
(Arens et al 1993), locating and integrating information
from distributed, heterogeneous sources. SIMSaccepts
queries in a uniform language, independent of the
distribution of information over sources, of the various
query languages, the location of information sources, etc.
SIMSdetermines which data sources to use, howto obtain
the desired information, howand where to temporarily
store and manipulate data, and how to maintain an
acceptable level of efficiency in performingits task.
SIMSapplies and extends a variety of AI techniques
and systems to build an intelligent and dynamicinterface
StiUman
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to information sources, in contrast to the traditional
approach of buildingcustomsystems.
SIMSstarts out with a modelof its domainof expertise,
whichdefines the terminologyfor querying it, as well as
modelsof all information sources that are available to it.
The domain model includes class descriptions, subclass
and superclass relationships between classes, roles for
each class, and other domain-specific information.

tilt

g

Local Databases

RemoteDatabases

InformationMediator

"Anywhere"
Retrieval

AutomaticPI

Figure 4: SIMSprovides an intelligent and dynamic
interface to information sources
The SIMSproject has developed modeling techniques
that enable informationsources and their characteristics to
be described in sufficient detail to permit decisions to be
madeautomatically regarding which information sources
should be accessed, when, and how. The information
source models describe both the contents of the
information sources and the relationship between those
models and the domain model, i.e., how the classes of
objects contained in an information source fit into the
general domain model. For each information source the
model indicates the data-model used, query language,
network location, size estimates, etc., SIMS’models of
different information sources are independent, greatly
easing the process of extending the system. Queries to
SIMSare also expressed in Loom(MacGregor 1990).
They are composedusing a vocabulary of general terms in
the domain(as defined in the domainmodel), so there
no need to knowor even be aware of the different terms
or languages used in the underlying information sources.
The SIMSproject has extended AI planning techniques
to translate the domain-levelquery into a series of queries
to the underlying information sources. The planning
componentfirst selects information sources to be used in
answering a query. It then orders sub-queries to the
appropriate information sources, selects the location for
processing intermediate data, and determines which subqueries can be executedin parallel.
The SIMSproject has extended AI learning research to
support a learning component: information about the
contents of accessible information sources is collected in
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the course of executing queries against them. This
information is abstracted in the form of semantic rules,
whichare later used to improvethe efficiency of the plans
generatedto satisfy newuser queries.
SIMS can currently
handle Oracle and MUMPS
databases and Loomknowledgebases. In principle, the
SIMSapproach supports access to databases, knowledge
bases, or even certain application programs. Weare
currently extending the variety of information sources
supported.
Knowledge-Based Mediation
Manyof the planning systems currently used are outdated
and use large, beavily-encodedrecords; the plan for even
a moderate-sized operation is enormous, with some
containing hundreds of thousands of records, effectively
precluding any purely memory-resident storage scheme.
One of these, in use at USTRANSCOM,
has recently been
extendedto use a relational database in place of flat files
for someapplications, and in somecases, object oriented
databases. The designers of the relational DBschema
were constrained by a need to adhere fairly closely to the
original data format for the plan records, since the
plannersare quite familiar with the current structure of the
data. The Paramax LIMproject (Pastor & McKay1994)
has the task of interfacing a knowledgerepresentation
system to a collection of legacy databases that lack a
coherent semantic schema. There is also a need to share
data derived by one amonga group of AI systems with
other systems, often in real-time.

Figure 5. LIMcaptures semantic schemafor relational
DBsand application domainmodels.
LIMuses Loomto represent both the semantic schema
for a relational DBand application domainmodels. Loom
(MacGregor 1990) traces its lineage back to KL/ONE
(Brachmann& Schmolze1985), but has incorporated and
extended the separation of the terminological and
assertional
components, where the terminological
component (TBox) is used for definition of generic
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concepts, and the assertional component(ABox)is used
for the creation of and reasoning about instances of those
concepts. It has also incorporated a procedural
component, to support rule-based programming. LIM
augments Loom’s terminological
component with DB
mapping constructs, and extends Loom’s assertional
component with information retrieved from databases.
Instances retrieved from databases can be operated upon
by both Loom’sassertional and rule languages.
CoBase
Researchers at UCLA
have developed Cooperative Query
AnsweringFacility (CoBase)to provide intelligent access
to heterogeneous knowledge and data sources. This
includes approximate answers when exact answers are not
available,
summary answers grouped together by
category, and answers to high-level conceptual queries
(Chu & Yang 1994). CoBase uses a Type Abstraction
Hierarchy to provide a structured and scaleable approach
to query modification and explicit cooperative operators
for query relaxation. This provides multilevel object
representation, which is not adequately captured by
conventional semantic network and object-oriented
database approaches. Object-oriented databases, for
instance, deal with information only at two general layers:
the meta-layer and the instance layer. Since forming an
object-oriented type hierarchy does not introduce new
instance values, it is impossibleto introduce an additional
instance layer. In the Type Abstraction Hierarchy,
instances of a super-type and a sub-type may have
different representations and can be viewedat different
instance layers. Such multiple layer knowledge
representation
is essential for cooperative query
answering.
There are three types of cooperative operations:
context-free, context-sensitive, and control.
¯ For context-free operations, the approximate operator
relaxes the specified values within the approximaterange
predefined by the user; the betweenoperator specifies the
interval for an attribute, and the within operator specifies a
set membership
for an attribute value.
¯ For context-sensitive operations, near-to is used for
specification of geographical nearness, and similar-to is
used to specify a set of objects semantically similar to the
given object. This is a multiple attribute operator with a
weight assigned to each of the attributes. The attributes
may be also be expressed in non-numerical values for
specifying the similarity abstractions.
¯ For control operations, relaxation-order specifies the
order of the relaxation, not-relaxable specifies the
attributes that should not be relaxed, preference lists
specify the preferred value of the given query conditions,
unacceptablelists allow users to inform the system not to
provide certain answers, and alternative Type Abstraction
Hierarchies allows users to use alternative
Type
Abstraction Hierarchies.

Whenan approximate answer is returned, the user may
want an explanation of howthe answer was derived, or
may be presented with an annotated relaxation path. A
context-based semantic nearness will be provided,
allowing the system to rank the approximate answers (in
order of nearness) against the specified query. A user is
able to construct his ownType Abstraction Hierarchy of
any attribute, tuples, or types and is also able to modify
the existing Type Abstraction Hierarchy in the knowledge
base (KB). The policy for relaxation control depends
manyfactors, including user profile, query context,
control operators, relaxation level, and the numberof
answers, as well as rules to combinethese factors over
multiple attributes. A Relaxation Managercombinesthese
rules via certain policies (minimizing search time or
nearness, for example) to restrict
the search for
approximate answers.
It is sometimes desirable to provide additional
informationrelevant to, thoughnot explicitly stated in, a
user’s query. For example, in finding the location of an
airport satisfying
the runway length and width
specifications, we provide additional information about
the runwayand weather conditions so that this additional
informationmayhelp the pilot select a suitable airport to
land his aircraft. CoBaseemploysa case-based approach
to build a case library of associative links and their
terminations amongthe attributes of previous queries.
Whena new query is processed, similar query cases and
their associative links are retrieved fromthe case library
and modified to provide additional
and relevant
information to the new query. CoBasestemmedfrom the
Transportation Planning application, which requires
querying a large number of databases with different
schemas. It has also been implemented on a knowledgebased medical image database,
which provides
approximateanswers to medical queries.

Technology Development Needs and
Concluding Remarks
ARPIresearchers have made significant progress in the
development of enabling technologies for some of the
planning and scheduling capabilities required to makethe
visionary systemrealizable.. Crisis action planning still
presents a challenging set of problems, however, and
further success dependson continued progress, including
both theoretical results and technological advances.In this
section we outline someof the areas in which progress is
most likely to have a significant impact on realizing the
vision.
The mixed-initiative planning paradigm holds great
promise for crisis action planning; this approachinvolves
a high degree of interaction between humanplanners and
automated planning and support agents. Someof its
powerderives from the fact that it is inherently multigenerational, i.e., it can be implemented today and
facilitate planning, and as new planning and support
Stillman
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technology is developed it can be integrated into the
paradigm. A new set of challenges arises in trying to
implement mixed-initiative
systems: of particular
importanceare better techniques for plan justification and
explanation, plan re-use, contingency and adversarial
planning, managingthe dynamic nature of the problem,
and managing inconsistent, incomplete information.
Additionally, there are the issues of developing and
implementing a detailed model of mixed-initiative
interaction.
There are also manyareas of opportunity for improved
techniques for real-time sensitivity/robustness analysis,
applicable to both initial plan developmentand to reactive
planning and scheduling.
Finally, there are a numberof areas of critical concern
relating to the managementof information needed to
support military planning tasks. Someareas, such as data
fusion and data access maybe beyond the scope of the
planninginitiative, but additional research into techniques
for managingthe huge amounts of data generated during
planning and execution will be critical to success in
developing the next generation of deployedcapabilities.
The research described in previous sections represents
only a fraction of that sponsored by ARPI.Wehave also
focusedin this article on individual research efforts. ARPI
has provided an environment that encourages researchers
to think beyond individual technology contributions to
integrated capabilities. It is often through these that the
technologies being developed have a hope of creating a
significantly more powerful approach to the military
planning process.
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